
THE FINNISH WAY



SUMMARY

The campaign aims to motivate Finnish consumers towards making 
purchase decisions favorable of Finnish products. 

This is attained by making the consumer part of a bigger journey to a 
greater common goal of letting the world know about the excellence and 

know-how we have in Finland. 

This is what we call The Finnish Way. 
The way to being known for what we excel in. 

The way to a shared pride of what we do in this country. 



INSIGHT

We Finns tend to be quite shy and humble. We don’t mention being the best country in 
the world, because that would be bragging. But when we get noticed abroad, when 

Finland is mentioned, we scream “Torille!” like we mean it.

We see Finnish products everywhere in Finland. We like them. We buy them. But what we 
absolutely LOVE is to see Finnish products abroad. We love seeing our brands sold in 

stores abroad and we are ecstatic when Vogue writes about what we already knew – our 
beloved Kalsarikännit totally beats Danish Hygge.

This is our fuel. Let’s give people the chance to take their favourite Finnish products 
abroad for the whole world to see! When the project is owned by all of us, so is the pride.



SOLUTION
We will gather dreams of Finnish Avainlippu companies as causes and inform consumers that by 

purchasing their products they are contributing to their cause.  

The dreams are newsworthy stunts that showcase the Finnish way and the quality Finnish work.

The causes are hosted on FinnishWay, a crowdfunding style website (Image 1). Instead of 
fundraising, FinnishWay communicates the story behind the cause and calculates how close a 

cause is to reaching its funding goal. The funds are actually collected by the products sold. 

In stores, Avainlippu products can be scanned with an augmented reality app developed for this 
campaign. When scanning a product’s sticker, potential  patrons can read about the cause and 

see how close the goal amount is (Image 2 & 3). 

After viewing causes on FinnishWay or in the AR app, consumers will be retargeted by Instagram
and Facebook ads that communicate the cause’s progress (Images 4 & 5). 



HOW IT WORKS

By presenting the dreams of companies as causes, consumers have a concrete reason to tweak their 
purchasing behaviour. A reason to make the domestic choice is manifested in the cause.

The FinnishWay website is a simple way to present the causes to consumers and doubles as a 
marketing platform for Finnish work. The AR app is a way of communicating the cause at a point of 

sale, further motivating to the Finnish choice.

Through social media we can reach the desired consumers and openly communicate the progress that 
the causes they have contributed to are making. At the same time Finnish products are kept on top of 

mind.

When causes are realized, the international attention will act as a catalyst for further pride in Finnish 
work. When we all contribute, we all own the glory.
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TORILLA TAVATAAN!


